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Abstract

Software *Quality-in-Use* (QinU) lies in the eyes of its users. QinU has gained its importance in e-government, mobile-based, and web applications. Currently, QinU is measured using either ISO standard (e.g. ISO 25010) or customized model approaches. These approaches tend to be incomplete and suffer from problems of user’s task definition sizing. Therefore, QinU measurement by these approaches has complexity resulting from quantifying QinU systematically.

This thesis proposes a computational and novel QinU Framework (QinUF) to measure QinU competently consuming software reviews. The significance of the framework is that it combines the semantic analysis and sentiment analysis research areas. In semantic similarity area, we proposed a novel Weighted Sentence Similarity Measure (WSSM) and developed an algorithm to predict a review-sentence QinU *topic* (QinU characteristic or software aspect). In the sentiment analysis area, we proposed an algorithm to classify and aggregate software review-sentences into QinU *topics*.

Experiments showed that the QinUF was able to predict software QinU *topics* on the fly, with high performance compared to selected *topic* prediction methods. Moreover, results of built *use* cases showed that employing minimal set of QinU *features* (properties) enable users to acquire software easily. As for future research, it is recommended to extend QinUF to support additional QinU characteristics, enhance sentiment orientation, specialize the framework to a certain software domain, and implement the framework in a large-scale system.

**Keywords:** Quality-in-Use; Sentiment Analysis; Text Similarity; ISO 25010; Quality-in-Use Framework; Weighted Sentence Similarity Measure.
ABSTRAK

Kualiti Perisian-alam-Penggunaan (QinU) terletak di mata pengguna perisian tersebut. QinU telah memperolehi kepentingannya dalam e-kerajaan, berasaskan konsep mudah alih dan aplikasi web. Pada masa kini, QinU diukur sama ada menggunakan ISO (contohnya ISO 25010) atau pendekatan model yang disesuaikan. Pendekatan-pendekatan ini cenderung untuk menjadi tidak lengkap dan mengalami masalah pentakrifan tugas saiz pengguna. Oleh itu, pengukuran QinU dengan pendekatan ini mempunyai kerumitan yang disebabkan oleh penjumlahan QinU secara sistematik.

Tesis ini mencadangkan satu Kerangka QinU pengkomputeran dan novel (QinUF) untuk mengukur QinU yang cekap dengan menggunakan penilaian perisian. Kepentingan rangka kerja ini adalah untuk menggabungkan analisis dan analisis sentimen kawasan kajian semantik. Di kawasan persamaan semantik, pengkaji telah mencadangkan wajaran Langkah Hukuman Persamaan novel (WSSM) dan membangunkan satu algoritma untuk meramalkan kajian-ayat QinU topik (QinU ciri atau perisian aspek). Dalam bidang analisis sentimen, pengkaji telah mencadangkan satu algoritma untuk mengelaskan dan meringkaskan perisian kajian-ayat ke topik QinU.

Eksperimen menunjukkan bahawa QinUF dapat meramalkan topik perisian QinU dengan cepat, serta prestasi yang tinggi berbanding dengan kaedah topicprediction yang dipilih. Selain itu, hasil daripada kes penggunaan yang dibina menunjukkan bahawa menggunakan set minimum ciri QinU (sifat-sifat) membolehkan pengguna untuk memperoleh perisian dengan mudah. Bagi kajian lanjutan, adalah disyorkan supaya memperluaskan QinUF untuk menyokong ciri-ciri QinU tambahan, meningkatkan orientasi sentimen, mengkhususkan rangka kerja untuk satu domain perisian tertentu, dan melaksanakan rangka kerja dalam sistem berskala besar.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1. Background

With a large amount of software published online it is essential for users to find the software that satisfy their stated or implied requirements. Users often require an easy to use, resource efficient and risk free software. Typically, users spend a lot of time reading surveys or online reviews, trying to find the software that fulfills their requirements. Accordingly, they repeatedly seek adequate software quality by their own viewpoints. Such viewpoints are jointly called the software Quality-in-Use (QinU).

Software QinU has several benefits to users. For example, a good software system design allows users to operate efficiently. Consequently, it improves users’ productivity, by allowing them to concentrate on their requirements rather than mastering software usage. Moreover, a well-designed software system will reduce training, system errors, and gain users’ trust. However, because of time and resource constraints, users may not view all reviews. Hence, it is important to measure QinU quantitatively in order to compare different types of software, thus allowing users to acquire the best software quality in their own perspectives.

Currently, there are two approaches to measure the software QinU: The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) models (ISO/IEC, 2004, 2011) and the customized model (e.g. Oliveira et al., 2014; Osman & Osman, 2013) approaches. Both approaches tend to be deficient to measure QinU. The ISO standard models tend to be difficult to customize (Mordal et al., 2013) and suffer from various critiques (Deissenboeck et al., 2009) while customized models tend to cover specific software domains (Alnanih et al., 2014; Hsu & Lee, 2014). Nevertheless, the consideration of this
thesis is the ISO models because they contain the landmark QinU specifications and are widely accepted.

The ISO/IEC 25010:2011 (ISO/IEC, 2011) defines two dimensions; the software product quality and the software QinU. The former is related to properties intrinsic to the product such as ‘line of code’ whereas the latter is related to the human interaction with software such as ‘navigation’. According to the ISO standard the QinU is defined as “the degree to which a product or system can be used by specific users to meet their needs to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk and satisfaction in specific contexts of use.” (ISO/IEC, 2011, p. 8). Therefore, the QinU is related to human use of the product which makes its measurement challenging. Throughout this thesis the QinU will refer to the ISO standard specification ISO/IEC 25010:2011 (referred to as ISO 25010 hereafter, or just the ISO standard).

According to the ISO 25010, the QinU model has five characteristics, namely; effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk, satisfaction and context coverage. For example, the effectiveness and the efficiency characteristics are related to the user job completion (e.g. ‘designing a logo’) and user’s system resources expenditure (e.g. RAM space) respectively. A software quality characteristic can have common software properties grouped in one characteristic. For example, efficiency characteristic may include performance, reliability, and compatibility properties. Hence, an adequate software QinU requires measuring such properties. However, since QinU represents quality from the human’s viewpoint, the human-part of QinU makes its measurement challenging. The challenge arises due to the difficulty of quantifying human viewpoints using available QinU models. That being the case, software reviews from experienced users (humans) play an important role for software acquisition decision and it has real economic values for targeted products (Ghose
& Ipeirotis, 2011). Therefore, processing these reviews could reveal underlying user’s viewpoints (i.e. QinU).

For example given the sentence: “This software is pretty fast, takes less memory.” several QinU properties can be inferred from this sentence. The sentence is talking about using software resources thus it is mapped to the QinU efficiency characteristic (called a topic throughout this thesis). The reason is that the words fast and memory are representative features for efficiency in this regard which maps to the ISO standard definition of efficiency (ISO/IEC, 1998, p. 6).

This thesis processes software reviews using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques in order to estimate software QinU scores. The NLP used techniques are based on semantic similarity to extract common QinU characteristics and sentiment analysis to extract opinions on these characteristics. Accordingly, we propose a QinU Framework (QinUF). Basically, the framework works as follows. First, the framework classifies software sentences into QinU characteristics (called topics) using a proposed sentence similarity measure. Then, the framework classifies the sentences to their polarity orientation values (positive, negative, and neutral). After that, the framework aggregates the sentences’ polarities into their QinU scores grouped by their topics. Finally, the framework obtains the overall estimated software QinU score.

In the next section, we present the problem statement. Next, we summarize the research objectives. Then, we highlight the research contributions. After that, we describe the research methodology. Finally, we discuss the research scope and present the thesis outline.
1.2. Problem Statement

This research identifies three main problems.

1.2.1. Quality-in-Use Measurement Critiques

Quality-in-Use measurement is very essential for users because it comprehends their needs. At the same time, it can guide software providers to enhance their products and provide customer satisfaction. Currently, there are two different approaches to measure the software QinU: the ISO standard models (ISO/IEC, 2004, 2011), and the customized models (e.g. Oliveira et al., 2014; Osman & Osman, 2013).

However, these types of models are challenging. The major challenge of QinU models is in its task measurement. To measure QinU according to its underlying models, it is a prerequisite to agree with users on tasks (such as ‘open a file’ or ‘press a button’) that they should execute in order to complete software function. The series of such tasks performs a user-needed function such as ‘pay a bill’. Conversely, users are rarely involved in the software development cycle and often have dynamic requirements over time (Ishikawa, 1985). So, they are not requested to perform or design software tasks to measure QinU. The worst, task measurement embraces the variety of tasks from one software function to another, and from software to another. Hence, QinU measurement is not directly quantified.

On the first hand, the ISO standard models has many critiques. They are unclear in their purposes. The purpose of quality model can be in characterization, understanding, evaluation or prediction (Deissenboeck et al., 2009). They are also hard to customize (Alnanih et al., 2014; Deissenboeck et al., 2009; Kläs et al., 2009), thus the aggregation of the QinU evaluation scores is challenging.